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(1) Gorilla in our midst. Stunning evidence
of the unreliability of eyewitness testimony?

(2) Biomorphs from the ‘Blind Watchmaker’ program
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(3) Conchomorphs: computer-generated shells
shaped by artificial selection

(4) e long nectary of this Madagascar orchid
led both Darwin and Wallace to predict the
eventual discovery of a long tongue to match.
Years later, it was found: Xanthopan morgani
praedicta, Darwin’s hawk moth.



(5a) Evening primrose as we see it. (5b) Evening primrose as an insect sees it? Not quite, but with
colours generated by the photographic process, which show the
patterns that an insect, with its ultraviolet vision, might see.
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(6a) Moth that thinks it’s a hummingbird?
e hummingbird hawk moth, a wonderful
example of convergent evolution.
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(6b) Hummingbird in exquisite action.
Bright red flowers are usually birdpollinated,
for birds, unlike insects, see well at the red
end of the spectrum.



(6c) Sunbird sucking nectar from a red
flower in Africa.
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(7a) Kabuki mask of samurai warrior

(7b) Heikea japonica crab
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(8a) Honey trap? is orchid is a deceiver,
relying on its resemblance to a female bee
to lure a male into attempted copulation.

(8b) Spider orchid. Is the resemblance to a
spider shaped by natural selection?

8a 8b
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(9) Bucking bronco ride of a thynnid wasp
on a hammer orchid.
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(10) Euglossine bee, struggling to leave bucket
orchid and picking up pollen as it does so.
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(11) Radioactive clocks
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(12) Tusk weight in Ugandan elephants
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(13) Summer diet of lizards on two Adriatic islands
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(14a) Lenski experiment: bacterial
body size in one tribe

(14b) Lenski experiment: bacterial
body size in twelve tribes

(15) Lenski experiment:
increase in fitness

(16) Lenski experiment:
population density



(17b) Lingulella – almost identical
to its modern relatives

(17a) Lingula
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(21) Panderichthys

(20) Acanthostega

(19) Ichthyostega

(18) Eusthenopteron
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(22) e Devonian era when the land waited,
full of promise, for the exodus of the fishes
from the water. Embodying this huge
transition was Canada’s prize discovery
Tiktaalik (a) and (b) – like all ‘missing’ links,
just waiting to be found.
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(23) Evolution of whales from land creatures, showing the
numerous transitional fossils now documented from the
Eocene beds of Africa and Pakistan. (Drawing by Carl Buell)

(24a) Modern dugong

(24b) Pezzosiren – ancient dugong
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(26) Family tree of tortoises and turtles

(25) Bathylychonops’ extra eye
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(27) Is it a monkey? Is it a lemur?
It’s Superlink! Darwinius masillae
has been classified as an Adapid
primate, and it certainly lies
somewhere close to the ancestry
of anthropoids, but to say that
‘this transitional species finally
confirms Charles Darwin’s theory
of evolution’ is ridiculous. Darwin’s
theory was confirmed long ago,
and in any case applies to all living
creatures, not just our own close
relatives. is fossil has been
described as the ‘eighth wonder
of the world’, but the real wonder
is the tightly orchestrated and
bizarrely exaggerated hype that
attended its discovery: ‘the most
important find for 47 million
years’; a ‘global event’ that ‘changes
everything’; the ‘first ever link
to human beings’; the impact of
its publication will be ‘just like
an asteroid hitting the Earth’.
Preposterous nonsense, but it is a
beautiful fossil which will certainly
shed some light on our ancestry,
and that is a good enough reason
for picturing it here.
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(28) ‘Mrs Ples’

(29a) KNM ER 1813 (29b) KNM ER 1470

(30) ‘Twiggy’

(31) Sahelanthropus
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(32) Chimpanzee shortly before birth

(33) Lang’s photos of adult (a) and infant (b) chimpanzees
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(34) Surely one of the wonders
of the world. Starlings flocking
in winter over Otmoor, near Oxford.
Group mind? No, local units
obeying local rules.
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capsomere

capsomere
RNA
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(36) Chinese junk by origami, with three ‘larval stages’:
‘catamaran’, ‘box with two lids’ and ‘picture in a frame’

(35) ree kinds of virus (1) tobacco
mosaic virus, (2) adenovirus,

(3) T4 bacteriophage

1 2 3
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(38) Microfilaments inside Oster’s model cell

apical surface

active subcortical
filament bundle

basal surface

(37) Neurulation
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(39) Oster’s model blastula gastrulating
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(40) Formation of ‘neural tube’
in Oster’s model

(41) Darwin’s map of the Galapagos islands
with English names, now seldom used
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(42) e San Andreas Fault, a great
gash up the length of California. One
day the western part of the state, with
Baja California, will be an island in
the Pacific.



(43) Galapagos: young showcase of evolution?
(a) Caldera on Fernandina, youngest and most volcanically
active of the Galapagos islands. (b) Aerial view of Galapagos,
showing the green of the highlands (volcanoes) and the dark
colour of the lava plains. (c) Galapagos pelican plunge-diving
for fish. is Galapagos sub-species of the brown pelican bears,
for some reason, the sub-specific name urinator.

(d) Galapagos marine iguana
swimming. is habit is unique
among lizards. e giant tortoises
of Galapagos vary from island to
island. e saddleback shape (e),
unlike the dome shape of grazing
tortoises (f), is characteristic of
islands where the tortoises browse
on cactuses and therefore have to
stretch their necks high.
(g) Typical Galapagos scene.
Galapagos brown pelican,
Galapagos penguin (the only
penguin to reach – just – the
Northern Hemisphere) and
‘Sally Lightfoot’ crabs on black
lava rocks.
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(44) (a) Colour coding the age of the rocks under the sea.
Chapter 9’s hypothetical submarine sets a course due
east from the bulge of Brazil, reaching the young rocks
of the mid-Atlantic ridge halfway across.
(b) Sea-floor spreading and (c) the deep and slow
convection currents that drive the movements of the plates.

a
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c



(46) Pterodactyl skeleton
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(45a) Bat skeleton

(47) ‘Flying lizard’ skeleton

(45b) Egyptian fruit bat, whose translucent
wings beautifully display the skeleton’s
homology with our hand.
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(48) (a) e colugo or ‘flying lemur’ of the south-east Asian forests
is not a lemur at all, but occupies its own unique corner of the
mammal tree. It doesn’t really fly but glides from tree to tree.
Unlike ‘flying squirrels’ (rodents) and ‘flying phalangers’
(marsupials), colugos incorporate the tail into the gliding
membrane.

(b) When a tree-climbing animal needs a fih limb it doesn’t grow
it afresh but presses into service what is already there.
Spider monkey of the South American forests.

a
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(49a) Pill millipede

(49b) Pill woodlouse
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(50) ylacine ‘marsupial wolf ’
or ‘Tasmanian tiger’ skull
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(52) Bdelloid rotifer

(53) Male crab showing narrow,
folded-back abdomen

Placentals Marsupials

 

(51) Placental and marsupial opposite numbers
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(55) D’Arcy ompson’s skull ‘transformation’

Human
chimpanzee

baboon

(56) Family tree for Penny’s eleven species
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(54) D’Arcy ompson’s crab ‘transformations’
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(57) Dr Clare D’Alberto’s
interest in the diversity
of life is more than
skin-deep.

(58) e Hillis plot
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(59) Brains of human (top), dolphin (middle),
brown trout (bottom)

(not to scale)

(60) e stubby wings of these flightless birds
unequivocally betray their descent from flying
ancestors. Ostriches (a) still use their wings,
but only for balance and social purposes.
e Galapagos flightless cormorant (b) still
hangs its useless wings out to dry, like its
more familiar flying cousins. It is an expert
underwater fisher (c) but, unlike penguins,
it doesn’t use its wings to swim but propels
itself along with vigorous thrusts of its large, webbed feet.
(d) ‘Sadly,’ according to Douglas Adams, ‘not only has the
kakapo forgotten how to fly, but it has also forgotten that it has
forgotten how to fly.’
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(64) Laryngeal nerve in giraffe (long detour)
and shark (a fish – no detour)

Anterior laryngeal nerve

Vagus nerve

Carotid artery

Recurrent laryngeal
nerve

Systemic arch

Heart

Ductus
arteriosus

Vagus nerve

Sixth arterial arch

Heart

Fourth branchial branch of
vagus nerve
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(63) Pharyngeal arches in human embryo

pharyngeal arches

maxillary process

optic vesicle

(61a) Rhamphorhynchus

(61b) Anhanguera

(62) Beetle disguised as an ant
(Labidus praedator)
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(65) Responses to the proposition that ‘human beings, as we know
them today, developed from earlier species of animals’

(66) Responses to the proposition that ‘the earliest humans lived
at the same time as the dinosaurs’


